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Concern over the effects of overcollectlng on rare and endangered butterflies and moths, led the Lepidopterists' Society to prohlblt advertisements 
for bird wing butterflies. This review 1s provided 1n the hopes of educating all Lep Soc members on the current situation with butterfly conservation 
and utilization 1n Papua New Guinea, so they understand how essential the legal trade 1n blrdwtngs and other insects 1s for the survival of these 
species. 

Introduction to Papua New Guinea's 
"Butterfly Business" 

PNG's Remarkable Insect Resources 

Papua New Guinea (PNG) 1s the· only country to designate insects 1n 
lts national constitution as a natural resource (Independent State of 
Papua New Guinea, 1975). And only PNG has a central agency-- the 
Insect Farming and Trading Agency (P.O. Box 129, Bulolo, Morobe 
Province) -<harged with utillzing those insects sustainably. 
Undoubtedly, PNG's spectacular birdwlngs (Papillonidae; genera 
Troldes and Qmithoptera), which indudes the world's largest (Flg. 1) 
and second largest butterflies (Ornlthoptera alexandrae andQ. goliath. 
respectively) (Parsons, 1991) were largely responsible ln stimulating 
such high level government interest. 

PNG's Insects are Important natural resources for a simple reason: 
Many are worth good money. Their value comes from their bright 

colors, size, and exotic shapes. Apart from giant butterflies, PNG's 
insects indude the world's largest bush grasshopper (SUJguofera 
~~ longest walklngstidc (Eurvcncema ~ (Peter Oark, pers. 
comm.), one of the largest moths (Cosctnocera hercules) (Flg. 3), plus 
a myriad of oddltles, indudlng moths with slnlster faces (Sphlngldae, 

Notodontidae) (Flg. 2) and spider silhouettes (Pyralldae: Nymphullnae) 
etched on their wings (Orsak, unpubl.). Over 800 butterfly spedes 
(Parsons, 1991) Inhabit New Guinea. PNG's butterflies and other 
Insects are indeed a rich natural resource. 

Legislative Protection for Papua New Guinea's Insects 

In 1967, the PNG colonial government, following advice from National 
Entomologist Joseph Szent-Ivany (1967), designated seven birdwlng 
spedes as PNG's national insects, under the 1966 Fauna Protection 
Ordinance: Q. alexandrae. Q. chimaera, Q. goliath. Q. merldlonalls, 
Q. paradlsea, and Q. vlctoriae. and Q. ~-now considered to be 
a hybrid between~ and vlctoriae. Casual collection of all was 
prohibited (Shaw, 1969). Two additional PNG birdwlngs, Q. prlamus 
and Troldes oblongomaculatus. are so widespread and common in 
PNG, that no protection was ever thought necessary for those spedes 
(although some island subspedes of priam us are quite rare). 

The U.S. Fish&: Wildlife Service has listed Q. alexandrae. the world's 
largest butterfly, as an "endangered" spedes (Dunlop, 1989). Th1s 
generally prohibits its importation into the USA. The international 
"Convention on International Trade in Endangered Spedes• (CITES) 
legislation (CITES, 1973), which has 100 nations as signatories, lists all 
blrdwlngs on its Appendix n, except for alexandrae, (which 1s on 
appendix I.). Q. priamus and Troldes. while not protected by PNG 

legislation, come under the international treaty umbrella. Listing all 
birdwtngs on OTES was done for convenience in ldentlfication,!!Qt 
because anyone believed all bird wings are endangered. Nevertheless, 
this means that all birdwing spedmens collected today for export must 
be accompanied by a OTES stamp (which looks like a postage stamp). 
These stamps are the tool by which the bird wing trade 1s monitored. 
The IUCN Conservation Monitoring Centre (219 (c) Huntingdon Rd., 
Cambridge, England, UNITED KINGDOM CB3 ODL) keeps trade of 
yearly trade in birdwlngs. 

A requirement with Appendix I spedes 1s that all must be reared, H 
they are to be exported/Imported for commerdal purposes (when they 
are bred, they are automatically considered to be Appendix n 
spedmens, even though the spedes Itself resides on Appendix I). 
Collection of wild spedmens for noncommerdal purposes 1s 
permissible, but a OTES sticker 1s required for export/Import, and 
authorities must be convinced that the harvest will not affect the 
population negatively. For Appendix n spedes, which contains nearly 
all birdwlngs, commerdal harvests can be carried out for wild 
populations, but ln ways that will not further threaten the populations. 

OTES acts only Indirectly as a spedes-protectlon device. It has no 
power over within-country utilization. Thus, it 1s up to each country 
to make laws regulating harvests, and/or protecting habitat. There 1s 
an element of artlfidallty in all this endangered spedes legislation. For 
example, in PNG, some butterflies (e.g., ~ moenerl) are rarer 
than any OTES-llsted birdwlng. Yet, they receive absolutely no 
protection. On the other hand, the PNG government has gone one 
step further than CITES ln requirlng that all birdwlngs, even the 
common spedes, be farmed H they are to be exported. 

The Insect Fanning and Trading Agency of Papua New Guinea 

To utilize PNG' s Insect resource, the Insect Farming&: Trading Agency 
(IFTA) (Figure 4) began ln 1978 (Clark &: Landlord, 1991). It sells 
roughly US $400,000 worth of insects annually to collectors, 
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Figures clockwise from upper left: 
Figure 1: (a) Female and (b) caterplllar of the world's largest butterfly, Queen Alexandra's Bird wing (Omlthoptera alexandrae). The spedes only occurs 
in Oro Province, Papua New Guinea. Twenty-five years of prohibiting Jts collection and sale, both on a national and International level, have produced 
no slowdown in the destruction of its habitat. Being able to ranch and sell spedmens, a desire of the Papua New Guinea government, could give 
v1llagers a powerful Incentive to loo.k after the spcdes and Its forest haWlts. 

Figure 2: A notodontid moth with a remarkable "sinister image" (see Trlvers, 1982). This is but one example of the remarkable lepidopteran oddities 
to be foWld In New Guinea. The presumed purpose of the image is to frighten naive birds. 

Figure 3: The Hercules <Cosdnocera hercules) is one of the world's largest moths, and a sellable commodity. Photo: Peter Bryant. 
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Figures clockwise from upper left: 
f1gure 4: Processing Insects at the Insect Farming and Trading Agency (Bulolo, Morobe Province). The IFTA 1s the world's only central agency charged 
by the government with the responsibility of utlllzlng commercially valuable Insects In a sustainable manner. 

f1gure 5: A villager looks after the Artstolochla tagala foodplants utilized by two of Papua New Guinea's famed bird wing butterflies. 

f1gure 6: Paplllo ~ Is one of Papua New Guinea's most beautiful butterflies. Its market reaches beyond that of collectors and naturalists, to 
Include tourists, who buy specimens mounted in wall plaques. The spedes may be reared on native trees (Rutaceae: Evodia spedes) found in 
secondary forests, )?ut caterpillars suffer high parasitism rates. Spreading out the food plants 1s a good strategy to reduce overall parasitism rates. 

f1gure 7: Wall mounts containing Papua New Guinea butterflies. These are a major source of ln.come for the Insect Farming &c Trading Agency. 
Although some decry the killing of butterflies, these specimens may have given villagers the only incentive they will ever have to protect the forest. 
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naturalists, artists, SCientists, and museums world-wide, oftentimes via 
overseas dealers. Butterflies, especially blrdwtngs, form most of these 
sales (National Research Council, 1983). Retail prices of PNG insects 
(F.O.B. Bulolo) ranges from about US $0.10 to hundreds of dollars. 
One-of-a-kind gynandromorphs and other variants fetch more. PNG'.s 
insect resources have been reviewed by Pyle and Hughes (1978). 
Buttedly farming in PNG also has been reviewed (National Research 
Council, 1983; Hutton. 1985). All this was recently updated with a 
summary of IFf A's activities and responslbillties (Oark & Landford, 
1991). 

What ls Butterfly Farming/Ranching? 

In PNG, butterfly ranching, not butterfly farming, Is promoted. 
Butterfly ranching Is when adult butterflies are free-living. Butterfly 
farming Is when the breeding population Is confined in a cage. 

In butterfly ranching, villagers grow and plant out foodplants utilized 
by local butterflles (Flgure 5). They concentrate malnly on larval 
food plants, whichforblrdwtngs are Plpevine.s (Arlstolochla spp.). The 
villager lets nature take its course most of the time. lbat Is, once 
food plants are established, free-living females find those food plants on 
their own to lay eggs. Only when the caterpillars are full-grown, or 
have become pupae, does the villager bring them indoors or place 
them in a screened cage. The villager k111.s the emerging butterflles 
after the wings are dried, then later sends or brings them to the IFf A 
to be sold (see Parsons, 1982; Hutton, 1985). 

Status of the "Insect Business" and its 
Conservation Potential 

Selllng Butterflies to Conserve Forest: Recent Activities In PNG 

Butterfly ranching has been touted as an ideal tool for protecting 
tropical forests (Morris, 1983; National Research Council, 1983; Clark 
& Lundford, 1991). It fits the current "conservation-through
development• strategy, which has proven to be far more effective at 
protecting w11dllfe in the Third World, compared to the old "national 
park" strategy, which has largely failed (Wells & Brandon, 1992; 
Hannah, 1992). 

Despite this conservation 
potential, many Americans and 
Europeans see dead butterfly 
specimens as wildlife 
destruction, not conservation. 
Some vehemently oppose 
collecting and displaying dead 
butterflies (Figure 7). Having 
served as President of the 
Xerce.s Sodety (1977-1980) and 
as their board member for over 
10 years, I hope my butterfly conservation credentials are fum. Since 
1987, I have been privileged to see, In detail, the true situation with 
butterflies In PNG. Putting both experiences together, my conclusion 
Is that if the anti-"dead butterfly• people succeed In imposing their 
w1ll, they can also pat themselves on the back for helping do away 
with live butterflies, too. Their efforts wll1 remove one of the few 
incentives to look after buttedly populations, and there Is little 
conservation basis to their concern, anyway. Insect harvesting Is 
usually as sustainable as chicken or pig ranching (see later for details). 
It Is equally hard to find an ethical basis for this ideology, considering 
that the protestors are usually meat-eating, well-fed, well-clothed, 
well-housed people ... bemoaning the Third World "insect killers• 
efforts to earn a few dollars. 

Once Third World peoples achieve a better standard of living, they too 
may see the value of saving forest "just for the butterflies•. Dozens, 
if not hundreds of failed conservation attempts (Wells & Brandon, 
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1992) have shown that promoting wildlife aesthetics Is premature for 
the Third World. For now, more basic human needs have higher 
prlorlty and they must be met. U tropical forest conservation Is truly 
of concern to evetyone in the world, First World people should be 
putting their money where their mouths are, offering landowners 
significant incentives to protect their forests. Making people work for 
their money (as the "butterfly business• requires), while producing 
conservation splnoffs, Is far more effective than simple hand-outs and 
pay-outs, which create lazy redplents and non.sustalnable 
conservation. 

In PNG, the conservation-through-development potential of butterflies 
continues to be developed. VIllager awareness programs, carried out 
malnly by Melanesian Environment Foundation, but also other 
•grassroots• groups, include talks on butterfly ranching and insect 
collecting. The overall thrust of these programs Is to discuss the bad 
aspects of commercial logging and other nonsustalnable use of forests, 
and Introduce villagers to viable alternatives. 

The Insect Farming & Trading Agency (IFf A) has greatly expanded in 
recent years. Currently, they are working with a village raising the 
world's second largest butterfly, Q . .&Q!!!th, the first PNG-protected 
national insect to be ranched and sold. There Is no reason why others 
cannot follow; Parsons (1983), In the most comprehensive survey and 
review, concluded that nearly all PNG's "protected" blrdwtngs were 
not threatened or endangered. IFfA also hopes to eventually start 
selling ranched Q. merldlonalis. 

In 1991, the PNG government began a project to save the world's 
largest butterfly, Queen Alexandra's blrdwtng (Q. a]exand!ae) (Figure 
1). Originally, this was Intended to expand Into a World Bank 
•conscience project,· mitigating further destruction of alexandrae's 
habitat through oil palm plantation development, with $2.2 mllllon In 
conservation activities. Funding wlll probably now come through the 
PNG Department of Environment & Conservation, and the Australian 
International Development Assistance Bureau (AIDAB). Although 
alexandrae has Indisputably decllned at its stronghold near Popondetta 
(Oro Province), signlflcant new, relatively unthreatened populations 
have recently been discovered (Mercer, 1992; Lester Serl, unpubl. 

data), which also slgnlftcantly 
extends the buttedly' s known range. 
In a general workshop, several 
action plans (e.g., Parsons, 1990; 
Orsak, 1992), and the current 
government program, ranching of 
this spedes, is considered essential 
to its long-term conservation. This Is 
quite different from investing money 
in giant cages to study and later 
farm the birdwtng (e.g. New & 
Collins, 1991), projects that which 
give virtually no incentive to 

villagers for habitat protection. Unfortunately, the butterfly's 
placement on Appendix I of OTES prevents commercial farming or 
ranching. To remove this conservation Impediment, the PNG 
government w1ll undoubtedly argue to place alexandrae again on 
Appendix n, where It had resided until 22 October 1987. 

At Wau Ecology Institute, a butterfly farming project was funded by 
the AlDAB from 1988-1992. Project goals included weaning the 
Institute away from forest-disruptive Incomes, such as coffee, and 
encouraging villagers to grow butterflies. The Institute continues to 
teach the "butterfly business• and promote ranching of common 
birdwtng butterflles. 

At Christensen Research Institute, we are working to ascertain 
whether Omlthoptera paradlsea paradlsea, rediscovered by Chris 
Mercer (PNG University of Technology) after an absence of over 80 
years, might someday be ranched. Currently known only from a 200-



hectare primary forest fragment, this butterfly could only be ranched 
and sold under the same condJtlons that apply to PNG's other 
protected Insects; landowners must demonstrate to the PNG 
government, vla IFf A, that they are doing things which are helping 
the butterfly. In this case, the activities are bound to fall unless we 
learn how to grow the butterfly's rare Aristoloch!a schlecterifoodplant, 
how the butterfly Interacts with Its food plant, how large the butterfly 
population is, and what the sustainable harvest might be. 

In neighboring Irian Jaya, the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) supports a 
butterfly ranching project (WWF Manokwarl, 1992). Again, the 
concentration is blrdwlng butterflies, with villagers planting out large 
numbers of their foodplants. Unfortunately, these activities started 
before there was central market control; illegal butterfly dealers have 
Invaded the area (Outs Mercer and Mathew Jebb, pers. commun.), 
and will probably destroy the market for what would otherwise be 
several valuable species. This Is a good example lllustrating why 
conservation activities cannot occur in a vacuum. 

Two American nongovernmental organizations promote butterfly 
ranching and slmllar activities. The 22-year old Xerces Society (10 
Southwest Ash Street, Portland, Oregon 97204) broadly seeks 
protection of rare and endangered invertebrates. Early on, XS founder 

employed. 

Value of Forest Versus Non-Forest Insects 

The IFf A generally pays more for Insects that come from the bush. 
compared to those from disturbed habitats. That Is an excellent 
characteristic for promoting forest protection. For example, protected 
blrdwlngs - all of them denizens of primary or advanced secondary 
forest-- would be worth around 1<20-1<250 per spedmen for villagers. 
Contrast that with the average K1 per spedmen for the disturbed 
forest Inhabitant Omlthoptera priamus poseidon, and only 10 toea for 
the open area Inhabitant ~ oblongomaculatus. 

There Is another correlation too between pdce and habitat. Since 
Islands have more localized spedes and subspedes, prices for them are 
generally more, than for their more widespread malnland relatives. 
Of course, these Island ecosystems are also more vulnerable to 
destruction by logging. etc. 

Why Grow PNG's Butterflies Instead of Collecting Them? 

Growing butterflies offers two big advantages over collecting. and 
these can be exploited for conservation purposes. They are: 

Robert Michael Pyle provided 
seminal input (Pyle & Hughes, 
1978) to IFfA. The non-profit 
organization WINGS for the 
Earth (6341 Longscroft Drive, 
Oakland, CA 94611), is 
exclusively devoted to 
encouraging butterfly ranches 
and lnsectarlums as a 
•conservation through 
development• tool. It too is 
assisting work in PNG. 

·,·,·.::··: 

::::::{ff{ t;~;~i~~t~ ;~~~;~;:. 

(1) Lower labor Input to ranch 
butterflies: Most collected butterflies 
are slightly damaged, and IFfA 
won't buy them, In contrast with the 
"quantity over quality" policy In 
Taiwan (Severinghaus, 1975) and 
elsewhere. Thus collectors w1ll 
spend much more time catching 
unsellable butterflies, whlle butterfly 
ranchers spend little tim.e, and 
nearly everything they raise w1ll be 
perfect material. 

Is the "Butterfly Business• Bringing Conservation Results? 

In PNG, the butterfly farming business was developed and nurtured 
mainly by wlldllfe and conservation officers. Thus, ·conservation· was 
a concern from the beginning. Moreover, development prospects are 
dearly enhanced by ranching butterflies and collecting insects. This 
is simply because the partldpants have greater access to the cash 
economy, allowing school fees to be paid, medldne to be bought, etc. 
Both "conservation• and "development• seem to be present. What 
more could we ask for? 

U we look more closely at the conservation aspects of butterfly 
ranching. however, It Is apparent that this Is mainly limited to 
enhandng populations of butterflies. Such a "stngle-spedes 
conservation• strategy was long ago superseded by today's emphasis 
(WRIJIUCNfUNEP, 1992) on ecosystem and overall biodiversity 
conservation. Yet, I believe that the "butterfly business" can achieve 
a broader "forest conservation" outcome, If expanded and reoriented. 

How much Money Can Villagers Make From the "Butterfly 
Business?" 

A few Papua New Guineans have made thousands of kina annually 
(up to US $14,000 In one case, for farming two somewhat valuable 
Island butterflies), but this is short-term income. Sustainable Income 
is perhaps KS0-1<200 per year for Insect collecting. KlOO-KSOO pet year 
for an established butterfly ranch. However, higher incomes -
around K1000-L1500- have been calculated by Peter Clark (IFf A) and 
other sources (e.g., Pyle & Hughes, 1978; National Research Coundl, 
1983). By Third World standards, all these projections look good. In 
PNG, they are lower than, or hover around the minimum rural wage 
(a little over KlOOO/year). Yet, few Papua New Guineans have access 
to this minlmum wage: only about 15% of the population Is formally 

(2) Higher value of ranched butterflies: This is especially true for 
some swallowtails (e.g., the Iridescent lnysses swallowtail, Papllio 
ulysses. Figure 6). Female ulysses are rarely caught, because they do 
not fly as conspicuously as males, hence are more valuable ~ 
males fetch 8Q¢; females, $1.30). When ~ Is raised, villagers 
obtain as many females as males, whlch means more money for a 
butterlly rancher than a butterfly collector. 

Can PNG Butterflies be Overcollected? 

Collecting causes concern for most conservationists. This concern Is 
usually based on the situation with birds and mammals. Of course, 
Insects can become endangered, even e.xtlnct, as America's 
Glaucopsyche xerces. Speyerla ~ ~ eercyonls ~ 
sthenele, and Tcarlda lcarloides pheres all illustrate. Yet, when the 
Immediate causes of those spedes' endangerment or extinction Is 
studJed, collecting Is usually the least likely factor. Habitat destruction 
Is the main culprit; Introduction of non-native spedes plus natural 
climatic changes also play roles (Orsak, 1981; Pyle et. al, 1981; Wells, 
et. al, 1983; Thomas, 1984; Collins & Morris, 1985; New, 1991). 
Rellctual spedes can be especially vulnerable, and any insect whose 
populations were dedmated by another factor, can become vulnerable 
to overcollecting. But with all the tropical forest destruction going on, 
one wonders If concerns about overcollectlng the forest's dedln1ng 
Inhabitants aren't a bit misplaced. Especially saddening Is when 
governments, knowing that collectors are an easy scapegoat, pass laws 
prohibiting collecting. boast that they are saving spectes in the process 
... then let the forest destruction continue, unabated. 

Tropical insects, of the rainforests are likely to have somewhat lower 
reproductive capabilities, compared to Insects of transitional or colder 
habitats, but their capadtles remain impressive. PNG' s blrdwlngs may 
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be more vulnerable, since they lay relatively few eggs (Pyle & Hughes, 
1978; Parsons, 1983), but they are usually hard to collect: the type 
specimens of Q. alexandrae and Q. v:lctortae had to be brought down 
with a shotgun! 

One supposed example of blrdwlng butterfly overcollectlng. detailed 
Jn Pyle & Hughes (1978), concerns the geographically restricted 
Omlthovtera prtamus mlolsensls on the Duke of York Islands (between 
New Britain and New Ireland). Now, I am told that the butterfly is 
locally common. On small Ntssan Island (North Solomons Province), 
~ blrdwlngs aren't collected, yet I found none present there in 
March 1992 during a prolonged dJy period. But they were there 
before, and villagers tell me, they have reappeared. S1mllar 
seasonality characterizes the rare Q. chimaera (Matthew Jebb, pers. 
commun.) at Bundi. Many PNG insects show seasonality 
corresponding to wet-d.Jy seasons. When collecting occurs during 
periods of butterfly abundance, the subsequent ~ decline could 
easily - but unfairly - be blamed on overcollectlng. 

Built-In ConseJVatlon Features for PNG Butterflies 

Certain features of butterflies, plus certain attributes of IFTA's buying 
practices, provide built-in conseJVation measures. 

First, male butterflies tend to be 
collected more often than 
females; the males are more 
expendable from a conseJVation 
perspective. Examining IFTA's 
purchase records for the high
demand trldescent blue Paplllo 
~butterfly (Figure 7), one 
finds that 80%-90% of wild
caught specimens are males. 
This is despite the fact that 
females fetch more money (1<1.30 versus 80 toea). This same male 
dominance occurred in the once-giant Taiwan butterfly industry, which 
exported some 10 miillon specimens per year (Severtnghaus, 1975). 
Such butterflies were usually collected "puddling" in wet areas. In 
PNG, hundreds of specimens of Graphlum ~ are captured the 
same way, and about 90% of the captures again are males. 

IFTA incorporates a conseiVa.tion feature by almost never buying 
damaged specimens. Thus, probably around 90% of wild-captured 
butterflies cannot be sold. Damaged specimens might be killed 
anyway by villagers; however, I watched villagers on Woodlark Island 
release them. Damage is not from any genetic abnormality, and 
slightly damaged butterflies can still mate and reproduce. Since 
blrdwlng butterflies accumulate scratches and other minor damage 
soon after emergence, It is easy to distinguish reared ones (legal) from 
caught ones (illegal). That is another factor in favor of conseJVation. 

Third, because this is a supply-and demand enterprise, with a small 
market, there is negative feedback when too many specimens are 
collected: the price drops, which usually reduces a villager's 
motivation. When IFTA gets too many anyway, they may stop buying 
a spedes altogether. 

Flnally, populations of tropical insects are greatly regulated by density
dependent mortality factors, such as predators, parasites and disease. 
Collectors usually function as Just another density-dependent mortality 
factor. That means, a collector in the area is akin to a flock of birds 
moving in, or the build-up of a parasite wasp population. Baslcally, 
butterfly mortality caused by a collector releases the population from 
being attacked by some other predator/parasite/disease, as Dethler & 
MacArthur (1964) found Jn a failed, purposeful attempt to overcollect 
a sedentary, fairly rare American butterfly (Euphyd!yas phaeton). 
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Butterfly Farming Versus Ranching: Which 1$ the Better 
ConseJVatlon Tool? 

The PNG government, following CITES requirements thatcommerdal 
utilization must not harm wild populations, requires rearing of 
blrdwlngs llsted Jn Appendix ll. Unfortunately, the Australlan 
government strictly interprets the CITES provisions, and prohibits the 
Import of ali "ranched" PNG blrdwlngs, because they are not 
convinced that this insures that naturally occurring populations will 
not be harmed. They would be far more likely to accept confined, 
"farmed" specimens (Figure Sa). Yet, "ranching" (Figures 8b, 8c) has 
greater conseiVation potential. U foodplants are spread out over a 
natural habitat, the tie between "making money• and "keeping the 
forest• is greatly strengthened. Butterfly farming. in contrast (Figure 
Sa) at best keeps the spedes, rather than the habitat. Some who argue 
in favor of farming feel that ranchers will tend to overharvest the wild 
resource. This is very doubtful, because of the general dlfflculty of 
overcollection plus the fact that the additional, planted foodplants 
should increase the wild population over what it was before. 

IFTA originally encouraged garden-like plantings of the butterfly 
foodplants, but today encourages "bush enrichment• (Figure 8c). 
This means scattering new foodplants in the forest. This is less 
effective for open area butterflies, but if the foodplants are dumped in 

the small, open areas in the forest 
canopy caused by failing trees, 
forest-scattered foodplants will 
usually be exploited by those 
butterflies too. 

Scattering out foodplants makes 
biological sense, because it scatters 
out the insect population. Clumped 
insects are more vulnerable to 
predation, parasltism, and disease 

(see, for example: llnbergen, 1960). Naturally gregarious butterfly 
caterpillars, whose poisons repel birds and lizards, are nonetheless 
often times hit hard by parasitolds and disease which aren't affected 
by those poisons. A PNG example is fiplliQ ~ (Straatman, 
1973). Probably the ideal situation for a butterfly rancher to create, is 
to scatter out small dumps of foodplants throughout the forest. 

Improving the Prospects of Using Butterflies 
to Save Tropical Forest 

Expand the Market 

Markets for many nontimber forest products can be quickly saturated 
by eager harvesters and collectors. This is true for PNG's butterfly 
business, which sells mainly to collectors and naturalists. High value 
insects, most of them forest-dwellers, go exclusively to collectors. U 
200 specimens were to come into the IFTA instead of 50, this could 
destroy that species' market. That saturation point would almost 
certainly precede any threat of overcollecting. Market expansion 
would ~ beneficial rather than harmful, because it makes forest
conseiVation incentives available to more villagers. 

Species that IFTA can sell to non-collectors have bigger markets. 
That's why prices of the Ulysses swallowtail and Priamus blrdwlngs 
have remained stable fo.r many years. That malket could be increased 
further, if people in the First World who now buy tropical forest 
products to help tropical forest conservation, were to buy butterflies 
for the same reason. However, the idea of "dead butterflies" repels 
many tropical conseiVatlon supporters (who somewhat hypocritically, 
do not express their concern about killing animals by becoming 
vegetarians). Thus, although market expansion is essential if 
butterflies are to become significant incentives to protect tropical 
forest, major roadblocks have been set up by people Jn developed 
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Figure 8: A schematic diagram distingulshlng (a) buttedly farming, (b) butterfly ranching via garden plantings, and (c) butterfly ranching Involving 
the "bush enrlchment• strategy now promoted by the Insect Farming & Trading Agency. Slngle-spedes conservation Is promoted by all strategies, 
but the most desired ecosystem/habitat conseTVation can only be promoted through the "bush enrlchment• strategy. Ironically, the Convention on 
International Trade In Endangered Spedes technically accepts only the first, "farming" strategy, for raising bird wing sped.mens, although OTES stickers 
may now be placed on PNG-ranched sped.mens, and most countries (apart from Australia) accept their import. 
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countries. 

Buy Only From IFTA or Dealers Who Buy From IFTA: 
Unfortunately, more and more Papua New Guineans see that they 
could earn more If they sold butterflies direct to overseas dealers and 
collectors, rather than going through the IFTA middleman. They do 
not realize that 1FT A stays afloat not through the common insects 
vlllagers usually bring ln. but through the rare, exceptionally high 
value inSects. Even then, IFTA 1s not profit-making. The markup on 
common, lower value inSects - the kind most vWagers sell - usually 
Just covers processing costs. 

U exportation of PNG inSects becomes decentrall.z.ed. Papua New 
Guineans ultimately will lose. Small markets for rarer species will be 
saturated; prices will collapse. The evidence comes from the Vlctorla 
Birdwtng <Omlthoptera ytctonae>. Once carefully marketed and 
released by IFTA, the Solomon Islands government got Interested In 
the potential profits, and dumped large numbers of y!ctorlae on the 
market. The sad situation In Irian Jaya, wlth illegal dealer purchases, 
has slmllarly affected the price of .Q. &Q.l!i.l.h. 

H you buy from dealers who buy ~ from PNG v111agers, you 
may save money, but you will 
help destroy any long-term 

environmental awareness groups could use In promoting butterfly 
ranching, sustainable collecting, and conservation of their habitats. 

Conclusions 

Usually the first question vWagers ask me when I descrlbe the "Insect 
business" to them, is "how much money can I make?" Oearly, this 
will be the driving force for the foreseeable future. It 1s the will of the 
people, distorted as lt may be. The key to creating sustainable 
development proJects 1s to accept that wlll. but channel it Into useful 
outcomes. The people's willis "development"; the useful outcome 
would be enhanced protection of tropical forest. 

Tropical butterllles are hard to overcollect. Tropical forests are easy to 
destroy (Figure 9). Thus, there is obvious value In using tropical 
butterflies to save tropical forests, whUe promoting development In the 
Third World. 

A big attrlbute of the "butterfly business· is that it promotes an 
espedally tight link between 
conservation and development. In 
esse.nce, "butterfly well-being leads 

Incentive PNG vWagers have to 
conserve those butterflies and 
their habitats. U you buy a 
bl.rdwtng, and that spedmen 
has been legally 
exported/imported. you~ 
should receive a OTES stamp 

... tkre is o~ valUe in using tropicaPfnatetjfus 
to people well-being". That is a 
powerful connection and Incentive 
for conservation. Apart from 
collecting and selling butterflies, one 
of the only other Incentives wlth a 
slmllar, tight link 1s "ecotourtsm". 
This is obviously more palatable 

to save tropical forests ... 
··:·:=::; .• 

wlth each specimen. H you buy any other butterflies or inSects from 
PNG, Insist on a photocopv of the PNG goyemmenrs export oermlt, 
as proof that those spedmens came from a government-approved 
exporter (IFTA). 

Some dealers do not provide CITES stamps wlth the bl.rdwlngs they 
sell, saying that their specimens were collected before CITES listing. 
With each paSsing year, that becomes more dubious. It 1s your option, 
as a buyer, to Insist on CITES stamps and permits (one per spedmen) 
and evidence of a PNG export permit (which can cover an entire 
shipment of specimens). It 1s totally up to you whether you want to 
Insure that vWagers receive maximum returns and stable market prices 
for thel.r bl.rdwtngs, and that requires you buying only birdwtngs 
accompanied by a CITES stamp. 

Discover More Butterfly Foodplants 

We can't ranch butterflies W\less we know what they eat. Sadly, we 
know foodplants and life histories for relatively few PNG butterflles 
(e.g., Parsons, 1991). The exceptionally beautiful and sought-after 
PNG swallowtall butterfly Graphlum ~ sold by the thousands, 
is an example. Perhaps some of this mlsslng knowledge 1s present 
within Indigenous communities, but probably more often not, since 
few such Insects would have been ·useful" In a traditional context. 
Volunteer amateur lepidopterists could contribute by working out llfe 
histories. More known foodplants mean more butteifly ranching 
opportunities. That helps PNG vWagers, as well as PNG butterflies. 

More and Better Educational Devices! 

We only have Parsons (1982) manual on butterfly farming, a few ad· 
hoc, hand-drawn posters created through the Wau Ecology Institute, 
and a more detalled poster hand-drawn by Melanesian Environment 
Foundation volunteers. The maln obstacles to creating more such 
devices 1s lack of money and time. Special needs are: (1) a more 
general manual on the "insect business•, wlth more illustrations; (2) 
a color catalogue of most desired inSects, which IFTA could pass out 
to vWagers; and (3) large, printed color posters that PNG 
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(from the perspective of the First World) than ldlllng butterflies. But 
ecotourism potential in PNG, as well as other tropical countries 1s low: 
• .. Jt ls important to remember that only a small minority of protected 
areas attract signl.ficant numbers of visitors ... In particular, the potential 
for many tropical moist forest sites to attract laige numbers of tourists 
1s llmlted. • (Wells &c Brandon, 1992). 

Vlllagers In PNG are willing and eager to enter the "butterfly 
business·, to earn money and achieve development. There are dear 
ways to direct that motivation, so lt promotes forest conservation. But 
the last key to the conservation gate 1s held by American and 
European dtlzens and conservation organizations. They must buy the 
butterflies! They must help learn more about life hlstortes and 
foodplants! They must support the development of new products 
from PNG butterflies, which are more palatable to the publlc-at-largel 
U those In the developed countries fall to help Papua New Guineans 
earn Income through forest products such as butterlll.es, they will be 
the ultimate hypocrites, If they later complain when Papua New 
Guineans tum inStead to earning Income from nonsustalnable logging. 

I<llllng butterllles can have positive implications for butterfly 
populations. In utillzlng butterflies this way, Papua New Guineans 
will not only have their wlldllfe resources avallable for economic 
utlllzatlon now, but avallable In the future for the enhanced spiritual 
fortification, that people In developed countries now enjoy for thel.r 
wUdllfe. I<illing butterflies to save butterflies ... that is the lesson of 
effective wildlife conservation In the Third Wortd today. 
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E~periments with Migrating Vanessa cardui 
(Nymphalidae) 

by 
Derham Giuliani, P.O. Box 265, Big Pine, CA 93513 

and 
Oakley Shields, 6506 Jerseydale Road, Mariposa, CA 95338 

In the past, some field and laboratory experiments utilizing Vanessa 
cardui (Linnaeus) have been conducted, mainly on fecundity, 
broodedness, temperature, sexual maturity, sex ratio, migration 
distance travelled, Juvenile hormone, and polyhedral viruses 
(Schrader, 1928; Loellger, 1950; Martin, 1953; Smith and Xeros, 1953; 
Hammad and Raafat, 1972; Shapiro, 1980; Herman and Dallman, 
1981). We performed many additional, preliminary experiments on V. 
cardui during their large spring migrations through c~ttal California 
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In 1991 and 1992. One set was conducted on orientation behavior of 
larvae, pupae, and adults at a population-outbreak Site 5-10 km W of 
Bishop (1340-1380 m), Inyo Co., In 1991 (D.G.), while the other 
Involved adult reaction to various light stimuli at Jerseydale (1100 m), 
14 km NE of Mariposa, Mariposa Co., In 1992 (0.5.). All directions 
were determined by compass. The results appear to shed some light 
on the migration phenomenon In this spedes. 


